We report the effect of "interactive" polymer network (PN) supports on the solvent-vapor processing of thin polymer films. Densely cross-linked surface-attached network exhibits under experimental time scale a glassy swelling behavior with the conformational states and solventuptake clearly sensitive to the degree of solvent vapor saturation in the atmosphere. Pretreatment of the thermally cured PN films by complete immersion or by swelling in saturated chloroform vapors facilitates relaxation of the residual stresses and induces irreversible changes to the network structure as revealed by the swelling/deswelling tests. The presence of a polymer film on top of the PN support results in a mutual influence of the layers on the respective swelling kinetics, steady-state solvent uptake, and chain dynamics. Using UV−vis ellipsometry, we revealed a significantly faster swelling and higher solvent uptake of glassy PN layer below a polymer film as compared to a single PN layer on silicon substrate. Remarkably, the swelling of the network support continues to increase even when the overall swelling of the bilayer is in a steady-state regime. Block copolymer films on PN supports exhibit a faster ordering dynamics and exceptional stability toward dewetting as compared to similar films on silicon wafers. The mechanical stress produced by continuously swelling PN is suggested to account for the enhanced segmental dynamics even at low solvent concentration in the block copolymer film. Apart from novel insights into dynamics of solvent uptake by heterogeneous polymer films, these results might be useful in developing novel approaches toward fast-processing/annealing of functional polymer films and fibers.
■ INTRODUCTION
Processing and properties of polymer films are of increasing importance in a view of their numerous technological applications as functional coatings, membranes, sensors, and in microelectronic and optical devices. Particularly, an extensive reserach of the last decades on block copolymers has been stimulated by their ability to assemble in thin films into chemical and topographic patterns with the dimensions in the range from sub 10 nm up to tens of nanometers.
1 Current trends to miniaturize devices dictate specific requirements for low-cost efficient manufacturing, as well as for high standards of reproducibility, homogeneity, and stability of processed polymer films.
Polymers possess a high conformational entropy introduced by monomer connectivity, so that the behavior and properties of polymer films are tremendously affected by the proximity to a solid interface and to a free surface. 2−4 Extensive research has revealed that physical properties of glassy polymer films with the thickness on the order of or below the radius of gyration of the polymer, R g , differ substantially from their bulk values. Along with such parameters as glass transition temperature T g , local chain mobility, 2,5−8 flow and intermolecular entanglements, 9−11 thermal contraction or expansion, 12 also solvent sorption and swelling dynamics 13−16 are largely sensitive to the confinement and to the vicinity of the polymer chains to the (thermal) equilibrium state, that is, to the degree of annealing. 4 The functional applications of polymer films as sensors, 17−19 membranes, 20 and coatings 18, 21, 22 to a great extent guide the research on solvent uptake by polymer films, including mechanisms of solvent permeation and swelling dynamics. Earlier studies on the swelling behavior of functional coatings have addressed films comprising polymer materials with different molecular architectures ranging from glassy polymer films, 23−25 organic networks, 26, 27 or hydrogels 28, 29 to environmentally responsive molecular brushes 30−32 and nanostructured block copolymer films. 33−35 Studies on the swelling behavior of cross-linked polymer films have been focused on relating uniaxial deformation expected from rubber elasticity theories to the experimentally measured swelling data. 36, 37 They provide valuable information regarding network properties under confinement. 38 In particular, the swelling/deswelling kinetics of polymeric networks, relevant for drug release applications or to filtration membranes, can be correlated with the cross-linking density, 23 that is, with the mesh size of a network. 21 Another issue which has been intensively studied in last decades relates to solvent vapor annealing when small solvent molecules act as plasticizers by reducing the effective T g down to or below room temperature, or they increase the crystallization temperature and therefore provide relaxation of frozen-in nonequilibrium conformational states induced by spin-coating or roll-to-roll preparation procedures. Major efforts in this research direction have been focused on the improvement of the pattern characteristics of nanostructures formed by block copolymers. 39, 40 Besides potential applications in block copolymer-assisted lithography, solvent vapor annealing was shown to affect the structural development of crystalline functional polymers and hence to advance the performance of designed polymer solar cells and electronic devices. 41−43 A negative aspect of the enhanced chain mobility in the presence of the solvent molecules is the reduction of the interactions with the substrate and, accordingly, an increased risk of the film rupture because of dewetting. The concepts toward inhibition of dewetting thin polymer films commonly involve the modification of the substrate or of the polymer to influence the interfacial tension, 44−47 as well as the reduction of the mobility of the polymer chains as a result of crosslinking 48 or interlocking with surface-immobilized network layers 49 or with single polymer chains. 50−52 In particular, Jeon et al. 49 have demonstrated a retardation of dewetting of thermally annealed polystyrene (PS) films supported by epoxy network layers.
Previously, 53 we have reported that highly cross-linked polymer network (PN) supports provide at least a 10-fold enhancement of the microdomain ordering dynamics of block copolymer nanostructures with different structural and chemical composition. This effect was very pronounced at a low-solvent concentration in the film, that is, when the segregation regime is in the range from intermediate to strong. Also, we have concluded that the similarity of the phase behavior in solvent-annealed block copolymer films on PN supports and on silicon substrates is due to the screening effect of the solvent. Another practically valuable reported effect of the PN support is a suppression of dewetting of polymer films during solvent vapor processing, although the underlying mechanisms remained unrevealed.
The organic cross-linked materials used in this study are increasingly used in nanofabrication as lithographic or etching masks for the production of topographically structured surfaces, patterns for templates, and components for microelectronic devices. 54 With regard to the processing of block copolymer films, highly permeable networks on top of the films have been demonstrated to yield a significant improvement of the microdomain ordering during solvent vapor annealing. 55−58 More generally, utilization of soft interfaces, which may exhibit complex behavior in response to solvent vapor environment, is envisaged to affect the dynamic properties and functioning of thin polymer films.
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In this paper, we focus on the behavior of "interactive" network layer which conformational state and respective solvent uptake are sensitive to the environmental conditions. We compare the annealing behavior of individual PN layer and of bilayer systems consisting of PS, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) homopolymers, and polystyrene-b-polybutadiene (PS-b-PB) block copolymer films atop the PN support. Swelling experiments have been performed in an annealing setup which allows for high levels of control over the vapor saturation, flow, and temperature.
14,53,60−62 The paper is organized as the following. We first present the results on solvent treatment of individual thermally cured PN films via complete immersion or via swelling in solvent vapors. The respective irreversible changes to the conformation of the network are reflected in the measured swelling/deswelling behavior. Next, we present kinetics and steady-state solvent uptake by individual thermally cured network layers with varied degrees of the residual stresses. The comparison of the structure development in cylinder-forming PS-b-PB block copolymer films on PN supports and on silicon wafers is used to conclude on enhanced segmental dynamics of linear polymer chains in contact with a swelling substrate. Further, using in situ UV−vis ellipsometry, we resolve individual swelling of the PN and PS-b-PB layers in the bilayer systems and evaluate mutual effects of the layers on the kinetics of swelling, steady-state solvent uptake, and chain dynamics. Finally, we demonstrate a high stability against dewetting of homopolymers films on PN supports for a wide range of polymer molecular weights and for different chemical compositions.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Polymer Samples. PS (5.6, 30, 178 kg/mol), polymethylmethacrylate (34 kg/mol), and poly(styrene-b-butadiene) diblock copolymer (denoted as PS-b-PB) were purchased from Polymer Source Inc. and used as received. PS-b-PB has a total molecular weight of M n = 47.3 kg/mol and a polydispersity index of 1.03. The volume fraction of the PS block (26.1%) results in bulk morphology of hexagonally ordered PS cylinders with a characteristic spacing d 0 of 32.9 ± 0.3 nm and interlayer spacing of ∼27 nm (3√2 d 0 ). 63 To stabilize the PB against cross-linking during film processing, a stabilizer (2,6-di-tertbutyl-p-cresol) was added to solutions in the amount of 0.03% of the polymer weight.
Substrates. Polished silicon wafers (CrysTec) were cut in 0.5−1 cm 2 pieces and cleaned via ultrasonication in toluene for 10 min to remove organic residues. Directly before use, the substrates were cleaned with CO 2 snow jetting and then with air-plasma for 1 min at 0.2 mbar.
Network supports have been prepared by spin-coating the solution (HM8006-8 as purchased from JSR Micro) at 5000 rpm. 54 The coatings were then cured on a hot plate at 225°C for 90 s, resulting in a densely cross-linked network films.
Film Preparation. Homopolymer films and PS-b-PB films were prepared from fresh, filtered solutions in toluene (VWR) via spincoating onto silicon substrates or network supports. The concentration of polymer solutions (0.25−1 wt %) and spinning rates (2000−3000 rpm) have been chosen to achieve desired film thicknesses which has been measured with ellipsometry (Omt Imaging ellipsometer). In the case of polymer-network bilayer films, the thickness of the homopolymer or block copolymer films was evaluated by subtracting the starting network-coating thickness from the total bilayer thickness. When similar casting conditions have been used, the deviations in film thickness on silicon wafers and on network 53 Dry nitrogen and solvent vapor flows are directed through a channel system made of Swagelok components. The partial vapor pressure p/ p 0 of chloroform inside the chamber was adjusted by mixing controlled flows (Brooks Instrument flow controllers) of pure nitrogen with a flow of carrier gas (nitrogen) purged through a thermostated vial with chloroform. We note that the values of p/p 0 evaluated in this study are higher than the actual vapor pressure in the chamber because of the flow conditions. An exact way is to measure the partial pressure of solvent at each ratio using, for example, mass spectrometry at the chamber outlet, as was properly performed by Shelton et al. 64 The stability of the processing conditions was monitored via measurements of the swollen films thickness h sw . The polymer volume fraction in a swollen film is estimated as: ϕ = h dr /h sw , where h dr is the thickness of the as-spin-coated and dried films. Standard annealing settings have been used in all experiments: a total flow of 100 sccm, solvent vapor temperature of 20.0°C, and a substrate temperature of 21.0°C. All films were quenched inside the chamber by a 100 sccm nitrogen flow for 10 min before removing the samples.
In situ vis-ellipsometry measurements have been performed with imaging ellipsometer (Omt, mm30 series) at 70°incidence angle in a spectral range of 450−800 nm using software VisuEl 3.8. Analysis was made through fitting by Scout Software using a Cauchy model, where block copolymer films and hard mask layers are modeled as a homogeneous material.
UV-ellipsometer (J. A. Woollam M-2000X) has been used to resolve the swelling of individual layers in networkPS-b-PB bilayer films using a slightly different annealing setup. The sample was initially stabilized in a dry nitrogen flow. Then, a saturated chloroform vapor, equilibrated in a reservoir with the solvent at a certain temperature, was purged through the stainless steel cell with quartz windows with the sample, and the film thickness was monitored in time. The resulting partial vapor pressure p/p 0 was evaluated according to the temperature dependence of the saturated vapor pressure of the chloroform (Table S1 , Supporting Information).
Structure Characterization. The as-spin-coated and annealed block copolymer/homopolymer films have been characterized with optical microscopy (Keyence, VHX2000) for macroscopic surface structures. Microphase separation behavior in block copolymer films has been analyzed by a Bruker Dimension Icon scanning force microscope in TM using Nanoscope 8.10 software and OTESPA tips (spring constant, 12−103 N/m and resonant frequency, 278−357 kHz) under ambient conditions.
Wetting Measurements. Quasi-equilibrium contact angles of probe liquids (bidistilled water and diiodomethane CH 2 I 2 ) at advancing and receding conditions have been measured with sessile drop or captive bubble techniques using a horizontal microscope (×25 magnification) with a goniometer. Contact angle values were captured within 30 s of droplet/bubble contact with the surface, before the volume of the droplets started to decrease as a result of the penetration of liquid into the network to assure the advancing angle conditions. Receding conditions were created by the formation of adhering air bubble to the surface of the tested sample immersed in water. The volumes of the droplets/bubbles were ca. 10 μL. For each substrate, five to seven droplets/bubbles have been measured.
Surface energy values including their polar γ p and dispersive γ p modes (components) were calculated according to Owens−Wendt model. 65 Briefly, this method is based on the solution of a system of equations with the known values of γ p and γ p of the test liquids.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The cross-linked PN material utilized in the present study is a commercial organic hard mask designed for lithographic fabrications. 54 A fully cured network material has a weak T g around 280°C ( Figure S1 , Supporting Information), as established by thermal ellipsometric dilatometric measurements. In the range above 200°C, the network film has been found to start degrading, as evidenced by an increase of optical absorption in the UV range ( Figure S2 , Supporting Information). Such an increase of light absorption is often found during the formation of conjugated aromatic structures related to the chemical alteration. The evident glassy character of the network is confirmed by the appearance of thickness relaxation during annealing, representing physical aging. The physical aging only occurs in nonequilibrium glasses and is correlated with a collapse of the excess fractional-free volume present in the frozen-in structure of the glass. In the following, we describe the solvent vapor uptake by network films, both as individual layers and as supports for polymer films.
Effect of the Solvent Treatment on the Swelling Behavior of Densely Cross-Linked PN. Network films with a thickness in a dry state of ∼60 nm have been exposed to a controlled atmosphere of chloroform vapors. The swelling kinetics and the degree of swelling of the as-cured networks (sketch A in Figure 1 ) have been compared with that of pretreated PNs: cross-linked network after immersion in chloroform for several hours and subsequent drying (sketch B in Figure 1 ) and densely cross-linked network which underwent a swelling/deswelling cycle in 100% saturated chloroform vapors (sketch C in Figure 1 ). Shown in Figure 1a are the results of in situ vis-ellipsometric measurements expressed as a degree of swelling (a ratio of dry to swollen film thickness h dry /h sw ) versus time upon stepwise exposure of the films to temperature-controlled environment with indicated values of the partial vapor pressure p/p 0 of chloroform. We note that the starting swelling factor of pretreated networks is normalized by the thickness of the ascured network. Its slightly above unity value is due to richer excess free volume of predilated structures 20 or due to the presence of the residual solvent leading to a preswollen starting state. 66 The swelling curve of the as-cured network demonstrates a glassy swelling behavior, that is, a continuous slow increase in swelling even after several hours (curve [A], bottom graph of Figure 1a ) and a low degree of swelling of ∼1.2 even at high vapor saturations (curve [A], upper graph). Upon solvent pretreatment, the swelling curves [B] show a faster kinetics and a higher solvent uptake, which reaches a steady-state within ca. 20 min. The changes in the swelling behavior upon pretreatment with a solvent are attributed to the relaxations of the network junctions and of residual stresses in the cured films.
The swelling/deswelling curves are presented in Figure S3 (Supporting Information), and Figure 1b summarizes the degree of swelling/deswelling versus partial vapor pressure p/ p 0 for the studied samples. For the as-cured network [A], the asymptotic values at each swelling step are plotted. All pretreated networks show similar values of the solvent uptake, irrespective of the solvent pretreatment procedure. At a reduced solvent vapor atmosphere of 20% p/p 0 , the pretreated network films swell ∼2.2 times more than the as-cured ones; the difference in the swelling drops down to ∼1.2 with an increasing solvent concentration in the chamber. The step from 0 to 20% p/p 0 of the swelling isotherms of the pretreated networks shows a slightly increased degree of swelling as compared to the as-cured network, resembling a Langmuir-like sorption mode of the so-called dual-mode sorption model. 67 Deswelling isotherms of pretreated networks in Figure 1b reveal a strong hysteresis, especially at a reduced solvent vapor atmosphere with the deswelling curves lying significantly above the swelling curves. This is a typical effect for glassy polymers, where the rigid network is kinetically trapped upon removal of solvent in an out-of-equilibrium, predilated state. The results in Figure 1b demonstrate that solvent pretreatment, both by immersion in solvent and by swelling/drying step, induces irreversible changes to the conformation of cured network structure, so that its swelling behavior clearly changes upon the pretreatment procedure, even when the solvent fraction in the swollen network during processing is as low as ∼0.2−0.3.
The analysis of the contact angle measurements on polished silicon wafers and on PNs, as cured and pretreated in chloroform, is presented in Figure S5 (Supporting Information). Advancing contact angles insignificantly differ for three types of studied samples. In contrast, the values of the receding contact angles are significantly lower for the PN films, indicating a hysteresis of Δθ ≈ 30° (Table S2 , Supporting Information).
SFM images of the as-cured network reveal a homogeneous smooth surface ( Figure S4 , Supporting Information). The surface roughness changes insignificantly upon immersion in solvent [B] or swelling/deswelling cycle [C] . Small globular features which appear at the surface upon the latter treatment may represent noncross-linked residues or collapsed dangling ends of grafted chains.
The results in Figure 1 provide new insights to Schroeder's paradox, 68 which states that the swelling of polymeric networks in liquids is always higher than in the corresponding saturated vapors. The general nature of this phenomenon is explained by the fact that the absolute activity of any sorbate in its liquid form is always larger than in the form of its saturated vapor. Earlier study on the swelling of cross-linked polymeric beads led to another possible explanation of Schroeder's paradox. 69 The authors found that strain-relaxed gels with any solvent contents retain their volumes constant in the saturated vapor atmosphere, and they attributed this effect to the specificity of the polymer−solvent interactions in network polymers. Our results in Figure 1 
Swelling Behavior of Networks with Varied CrossLinked Densities. To study the effect of the cross-linking density on the swelling behavior of PNs, we produced films with varied degree of cross-linking by employing different curing temperatures, as indicated in Figure 2 Figure 2 ). An altered degree of cross-linking is expected to lead to differences in mesh size and accordingly in the swelling behavior of the network. 28 Shown in Figure 2 is the swelling kinetics of each network film exposed to 40% p/p 0 of the chloroform. The kinetics of the solvent uptake within the first 3−4 min of swelling are similar for all three networks, indicating similar diffusion rates of the solvent molecules through the top molecular layers of the film. At longer times, the slopes of the swelling curves are clearly dependent on the degree of cross-linking density. The densely cross-linked network (I) swells up to a degree of ∼1.1 with the slope of the swelling curve not leveling off even after 50 min of annealing. The type of the swelling suggests a combined Fickian-relaxational behavior, 70 indicated by a rather slow, relaxation-driven equilibration between 5 and 30 min. Presumably, in this case, the swelling does not induce the glass transition. 23 Intermediately cross-linked network (II) achieves a higher degree of swelling (>1.2) which is similar to that for solvent-treated network in Figure 1a . The linear dependence of the swelling on time (up to 10 min) is characteristic of the socalled anomalous case II diffusion with a sharp penetrant front moving through the swelling film. The front velocity in this case depends on the polymer chain relaxation rate at the front and not on the diffusion of the small-penetrant molecules. This suggests that the swollen network II is in a close vicinity to its glass transition.
The ellipsometric data gained for loosely cross-linked network III indicates a fast swelling and a saturation achieved already within 10 min. The swelling degree at the steady state is ∼1.27 which is about 2.3 times larger as compared to the densely cross-linked network. Fast swelling is typical to rubbery polymers (e.g., polydimethylsiloxane in good solvents), thus indicating full plasticization or induction of glass transition in the network film. We note that this layer can be removed by washing with chloroform because of a loose adhesion to the substrate. The deswelling of the network (III) is faster relative to the network with higher cross-linking density and has a similar slope as the swelling curve ( Figure S6 , Supporting Information).
Results in Figure 2 demonstrate that the degree of network cross-linking affects the penetrant diffusion mechanisms. This observation provides indirect information on the glasstransition temperature of the cross-linked film. Furthermore, geometric constraints in the bulk of dense networks, as well as irreversible binding of the chains to the substrate restrict the extension of network chains in the direction normal to the surface. 37 It is remarkable and practically important that such a spectrum of swelling dynamics can result from a simple adjustment of the curing temperature which affects the crosslinking density.
In the following, we address the effect of the swelling support on the equilibration of block copolymer films.
Morphological Behavior of Block Copolymer Films. The methodology to compare block copolymer chain dynamics on different substrates is based on the analysis of the structure development on meso-and nanoscales. In contrast to the films of homopolymers, the visualization of the evolved translational and morphological order of microdomains allows deriving direct conclusions on the efficiency of the annealing, that is, on the closeness of the system to the thermodynamic equilibrium, as well as on the chain conformations. At the same time, spontaneous roughening of the free surface (macroscopic terrace formation) of thin block copolymer films 71, 72 can be followed in time as a measure of the chain dynamics 53, 61 or even as a measure of the interfacial interactions with the substrate. 73, 74 Furthermore, high sensitivity of the microphase separation to the concentration of the solvent in a swollen film allows assessment of the reproducibility of the annealing conditions.
Films of PS-b-PB block copolymer with a thickness of ∼50 nm (∼1.7 domain spacing) have been spin-coated on silicon substrates and on network supports and annealed simultaneously under temperature and flow-controlled solvent vapor atmosphere to avoid the influence of small environmental instabilities on the comparative experiment. Figure 3 presents optical images and SFM images of the surfaces of PS-b-PB films spin-coated and processed in 50% p/p 0 of chloroform for 1 h onto silicon substrates and on network supports. We note that the microphase-separated pattern after spin-coating looks very similar for both substrates indicating no noticeable effect of a possible solvent retention by PN during spin-coating ( Figure S7, Supporting Information) .
The film on silicon substrate (upper panel in Figure 1 ) has a smooth surface upon annealing. On the nanoscale, SFM topography and phase images reveal a pattern of coexisting dark dots (PL phase) and stripes (in-plane cylinder morphology), in agreement with earlier studies on solvent vapor annealing of this block copolymer. 75−77 Films supported by network layers (Figure 3d −l) form terraces with equilibrium film thicknesses, as seen from the two distinct colors in the optical microscopy images. On the nanoscale, the same morphologies as were seen on silicon substrates appear at particular film thickness: PL in the lower terrace with one layer of structures and cylinder phasein the higher areas with two layers of structures. From earlier studies of PS-b-PB films on silicon wafers, we know that the spatial segregation of the PL and cylindrical phase as in Figure 3e −i is achieved on a 10-fold longer time scale of annealing. 53 In this earlier study, we concluded that increased solvent uptake by block copolymer film on a swollen network support cannot account for the observed enhanced segmental dynamic as compared to similar block copolymer films on silicon substrate. In case of a dilution of the concentrated polymer solution by ca. 5%, the morphology in the film would have been changed from the coexisting PL/cylinder phase to the pure cylinder phase ( Figure S8 , Supporting Information), which was not the case. We note that the observed morphological behavior indicates that the symmetric wetting conditions are preserved on both substrates, so that the PB block segregates both to the substrate and to the free surface of the film. 63 The structures in Figure 3f and in Figure 3i do not show principle differences neither in terms of the developed morphology nor in the degree of long-range-order of cylindrical and of PL domains. Therefore, at this stage of research, we could not establish the effects of the degree of cross-linking of the support on the annealing dynamics of polymer films. We anticipate that systematic studies at shorter annealing times may be informative in revealing the effect of cross-linking degree of the support. We note that the apparent difference in the pattern of terrace formationbicontinuous pattern on densely cross-linked network (Figure 3d ) and holes of the lower terrace in the majority second terrace on loose network (Figure 3g )is a reflection of a very small (2−3 nm) difference in the film thickness after spin-coating. 75 For the present discussion, it is important that both swelling network supports facilitate the microdomain ordering on a time scale of 1 h without altering the morphological behavior as compared to silicon substrates.
UV Ellipsometry Measurements of Individual Layers of Block Copolymer Film and of Network Support.
Extending ellipsometry analysis range from vis to UV−vis allows resolving the swelling behavior of the individual layers in the "bilayer systems". To illustrate the principle, Figure 4 is discussed in the following.
The individual PN and PS-b-PB films have been measured in a broad range (210−1000 nm), and the spectra have a very good optical quality with little undesired depolarization and low levels of instrumental noise ( Figure S9 , Supporting Information). Optical absorption spectra in Figure 4a show that in the visible range, the measured materials are transparent; therefore, the optical contrast that is necessary for the independent resolution is insufficient. In the UV range, however, the network film has absorption peaks around 305 nm and around 230 nm, whereas PS-b-PB does not absorb much down to very low wavelengths. The difference in the UV spectra provides a source of optical contrast, as indicated by the analysis of fit parameter uniqueness in Figure 4b . Fit error is plotted as a function of film thicknesses of each material measured in the full UV + vis range (210−1000 nm) and only in the visible range vis (500−1000 nm). Modeled Psi spectra of different combinations of thicknesses of PN support and of PS-b-PB are shown in Figure S10 (Supporting Information). Clearly, the analysis with the full range results in a much sharper minima, which enhances the sensitivity toward the individual thickness values. In addition, fitting both layers as a single layer with effective optical constants results in a total film thickness of 205.5 nm and a root-mean-square error (MSE) of the fit of 44 ( Figure S11a, Supporting Information) . Fitting the system as a bilayer gives a better MSE of 29 and the thicknesses of 113.2 and 81.6 nm for the network and PS-b-PB The error bars are ∼3 nm that gives a certainty to detect changes as small as about 3 nm (3−4%) within each layer separately. In the following, we consider the swelling behavior of block copolymer film atop the glassy network support.
Resolving the Swelling Behavior of the PN Support and of the Block Copolymer Film in the Bilayer System. UV-ellipsometric measurements of the swelling of individual layers in "network-PS-b-PB" bilayer films have been performed in a quartz cell under temperature-controlled partial vapor pressure, as described in the Experimental Section. The films were first exposed to 37% p/p 0 chloroform vapor, and then the vapor concentration was increased up 43% p/p 0 . We note that at this low-solvent concentration in the film, the PS block is above the glassy state allowing for the structure equilibration. 78 Figure 5a compares the swelling behavior of PS-b-PB films on the silicon substrate (lower curve) and on the PN support, both exposed to the solvent vapor conditions described above. On silicon substrate, the initial swelling rate is markedly retarded after about 1 min of treatment at 37% p/p 0 . After 10 min, the swelling degree ∼1.14 is lower as compared to that on PN (∼1.18). Most noticeably, on the network support, the steady-state regime is achieved already after 5 min of swelling, whereas on silicon wafer, the swelling is still not leveled off after 10 min. When the solvent concentration in the vapors is increased to 43% p/p 0 , both systems respond with increase in the solvent uptake. The swelling degree at saturation of the PSb-PB film in the bilayer is 1.23, as compared to 1.20 for silicon wafer-supported PS-b-PB film. The slightly higher solvent uptake by the SB film in the bilayer at reduced solvent vapor atmosphere is in agreement with our earlier findings on the bilayer film. 53 The present results convincingly demonstrate that the swelling of the network support beneath the PS-b-PB film affects the swelling equilibrium of the block copolymer. At the same time, we note that this small increase in the solvent uptake by PS-b-PB films on network support is unlikely to be a decisive reason which provides an increase in the microdomain ordering dynamics (Figure 3) .
The swelling behavior of the highly cross-linked PN as a single layer and as a support for the block copolymer film is presented in Figure 5b . The solvent uptake is noticeably enhanced in the presence of the top block copolymer layer so that the swelling is both faster and larger than for a single network layer. The achieved 30 min degree of swelling of a network-support layer at 37% p/p 0 is 1.17, which is in good agreement with a swelling degree of 1.18 of solvent-treated cross-linked network at 40% p/p 0 (Figure 1) . Figure 6 compares two swelling measurements of the bilayer films. The data confirm a good reproducibility of the environmental conditions in in situ setup because PS-b-PB films show identical kinetic and steady-state swelling behavior. The swelling of the PS-b-PB layer is clearly sensitive to the change in the atmosphere conditions, as evident by a sharp rise in the swelling curve (Figure 6a,b) . In contrast, the swelling behavior of the PN is continuous without showing a response to the environmental change. This is a clear difference to the environmentally sensitive solvent uptake by the network monolayers shown in Figure 1a , and this change in the Figure 5 . (a) Swelling kinetics of ∼90 nm thick PS-b-PB on silicon substrate (lower curve) and on PN support. After equilibration in a flow of dry nitrogen, the films were initially exposed to vapor tempered to 1°C, and then the vapor temperature was increased to 4°C
, corresponding to ∼37 and 43% p/p 0 of chloroform, respectively. (b) Swelling kinetics of densely cross-linked PN as a single layer (circles, lower curve) and in a bilayer as a support for block copolymer film (triangles) exposed to ∼37% p/p 0 of the chloroform vapor. After equilibration in a flow of dry nitrogen, the films were initially exposed to vapor tempered to 1°C, and then the vapor temperature was increased to 4°C (indicated by gray arrows), corresponding to ∼37 and 43% p/p 0 of chloroform, respectively. swelling behavior may be attributed to the presence of the swollen polymer film on top. Remarkably, at this reduced solvent vapor atmosphere, the bottom network layer swells continuously even when the block copolymer film achieves an equilibrium swelling state, so that at longer equilibration time, the bottom layer swells more than the block copolymer film atop. This is evident from the crossings of the swelling curves at the end of the second swelling step (a) and at the end of the first swelling step (b). A slight decrease in the degree of swelling of PS-b-PB layer proceeds presumably on the expenses of the swelling of the network support because cumulative swelling of the bilayer remains steady within hours of annealing. 53 We believe that continuous swelling and related relaxation of mechanical stresses within the network layer may account for the enhanced segmental dynamics and fast ordering of microdomains even at low-solvent concentration in the film (Figure 3) . On a macroscale, a block copolymer film is in its swelling equilibrium, which concerns the overall solvent uptake. On the nanoscale, the defects in the microphaseseparated structure represent excited conformational states. Their annihilation dynamics is directly associated with the segmental mobility. The mechanisms behind the deduced enhanced chain mobility on swollen NP supports have to be explored at shorter time scales, for example, by tracer diffusion methods.
Stability of Polymer Films on Network Supports. Block copolymer films on PN supports showed outstanding stability against dewetting even when the partial vapor pressure of chloroform p/p 0 was as high as 80%. Under similar conditions, ∼50 nm thick PS-b-PB films on silicon substrates typically dewet within less than 10 min. The issue of film stability of solvent-annealed film on network supports was considered for thin films of homopolymers.
Earlier the enhanced stability of thermally annealed PS films on the epoxy layer was attributed to the interpenetration of the chain ends into the meshes of the network. 49 To address this effect in our system, we have chosen an approach to vary the molecular weight of linear chains to screen the ratio of the chain length/number of chain ends to the mesh size of the PN. We compared thin films of PS homopolymers with molecular weights ranging from short oligomer chains (5 kg/mol), well below an entanglement molecular weight of PS of 17 kg/mol, 75 to typical block length in block copolymers (30 kg/mol) and up to homopolymer with several entanglements per chain in bulk. Because molecular weights strongly affect the viscosity of polymer melts and solutions, for each homopolymer, we have adjusted the film thickness to be able to compare the same time scale of the annealing procedure. Figure 7 displays optical microscopy images of PS films on silicon wafers (left column) and on PNs. All samples have been processed simultaneously under controlled solvent vapor atmosphere. The swelling and film stability on silicon substrate were monitored with in situ ellipsometry ( Figure S12 , Supporting Information). Annealing at a degree of swelling of 1.25 led to a fast dewetting after 10 min of treatment, as evident from the instability in monitored thickness. Homopolymer films supported by PNs show a much higher stability as compared to similar films on silicon substrates, even in a highly saturated chloroform vapor atmosphere. 53 We note that detailed analysis of the dewetting patterns as revealed by optical microscopy in Figure 7 is beyond the scope of this study. 49, 79 To exclude a possible contribution of specific interactions of PS chains with aromatic network material, we performed similar annealing tests with benzene-free homopolymer compositions. Figure S13 (Supporting Information) compares ∼50 nm thick films of PMMA homopolymer on silicon wafers and PN supports after treatment in a controlled chloroform vapor atmosphere and confirms a suppression of dewetting by network supports irrespective of the homopolymer composition.
We believe that the network layer prevents an accumulation of excess solvent film at the polymer-network-support interface and provides interdigitation of the chain ends with the network structure, both factors leading to effectively stronger interactions between the layers. Additionally, high wetting hysteresis on PN supports ( Figure S5 , Supporting Information) may also account for a higher stability of films of linear polymers toward dewetting, as compared to that on conventional silicon substrates. 53 It is remarkable that organic PN supports provide two opposing kinetic effects: enhanced segmental dynamics and strongly retarded dewetting of polymer chains under solvent vapor processing.
■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We employed "interactive" densely cross-linked networks as supports for solvent-vapor processing of thin polymer films. Sub-100 nm thick surface-attached PNs on silicon wafers exhibit environmentally sensitive glasslike swelling behavior. The relaxation-driven equilibration of the PN is shown to be dependent on the pretreatment of the thermally cured network in organic solvent, as well as on the degree of the cross-linked density. The information on swelling modes of the individual We have shown that the individual properties of two contacting polymeric materials, that is, slow swelling and irreversible deswelling behavior of glassy networks on one hand and fast solvent uptake to steady-state swelling of linear polymer chains on the other hand, exhibit a mutual influence on the segmental dynamics and relaxation of the conformational states. In particular, the PN layer below a polymer film exhibits significantly faster swelling and a higher solvent uptake, as compared to a single PN layer on silicon substrate. At the same time, block copolymer films on PN supports exhibit faster ordering dynamics and exceptional stability toward dewetting as compared to similar films on silicon wafers. Also, homopolymer films on PN supports demonstrate high stability for a wide range of molecular weights and different chemical compositions.
Moreover, the swelling of PNs is a continuous long-term process even when the polymer film on top reaches a steadystate swelling. This observation suggests that the mechanical stress produced by continuously swelling PN and solvent transport through the block copolymer film account for the enhanced segmental dynamics even at low-solvent concentration in the block copolymer film. Here, the reported findings might be relevant, for example, for controlling the crystallization behavior of semicrystalline polymers on the expenses of the amorphous parts by exposure to the reduced solvent vapor. In particular, this strategy can be pursued to increase the crystallinity of conjugated polymers to improve the long-range charge transport and therefore the efficiency of organic electronic devices. Another broad application area related to the increasing technological importance of confined polymer materials, such as film, fibers, and membranes, is the possibility of fast annealing leading to predefined processing molecular conformations and potentially to novel properties. 80 Furthermore, established in this work is the successful application of UV ellipsometry for advanced characterization of complex polymer films that can be used to extend the knowledge on the solvent uptake by other confined systems.
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